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The Relicta Charter

—   1   —
state of the art creation

—   2   —
innovative approach

—   3   —
sustainable

—   4   —
authentic

—   5   —
tailor-maDe proDuction

 
—   6   —

a surprising merge 

—   7   —
unique

—   8   —
on DemanD projects

Relicta Design is a Belgian based company born in 2010 
from two Italian design enthusiast. The idea 
was to merge this enthusiasm for design with 
the passion for aeronautics. 

The result can be called genius or plain crazy but the 
products that come out of their warehouse are 
just authentic and state-of-the-art pieces of 
furniture. 

There is no doubt in their mind that those aircrafts will 
continue to shine and be functional but just 
under another shape…



/ DC - 9 ConferenCe Table

/ Dimensions
Length > 300 cm
Width > 110 cm
Height > 83 cm
Custom sizing  
on demand

The Flaps (high-lift device) are devices being used to preserve the 
bearing pressure of the wings of the plane at the lowest 
possible speed and thus, to reduce the stalling speed. 

  
The Douglas DC-9 is an average airliner/short-distance twin-jet 

aircraft and mono-corridor. It was developed in the years 
1960. It will be renamed MD-80 or MD-90 after the 
fusion of McDonnell and Douglas. After the repurchase 
of the company by Boeing, this plane will be finally called 
B-717.   

Aero California (code AITA: JR; code ICAO: SER) was a Mexican 
airline company founded in 1960. It was based in Low-
California of the South with Paz and had 21 devices, all 
DC-9. This company accomplished 130 flights per day 
including 20 in Mexico and one to Los Angeles in the 
United States.

1 — state of the art creation

/ origin
Aero California Company
Airplane > Douglas DC - 9
Piece > Flap of the left wing
TAG > XA – AGS
Year > 1966
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/ DC - 9 aero California Desk

/ Dimensions
Length > 260 cm
Width > 110 cm
Height > 83 cm

/ origin
Aero California Company
Airplane > Douglas DC-9
Piece > Flap of the left wing
TAG > XA – AGS
Year > 1966
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/ DC - 9 aero California baby

/ Dimensions
Length > 130 cm
Width > 85 cm
Height > 55 cm

2 — innovative approach

/ origin
Aero California Company
Airplane > Douglas DC - 9
Piece > Flap of the left wing
TAG > XA – AGS
Year > 1966
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/ DC - 9 ZlaTan Desk

/ Dimensions
Length > 190 cm
Width > 70 cm
Height > 80 cm

The stabilizer is the device which automatically corrects the errors and 
the variations and which ensures stability and controls in 
pitching (depth) and lace (direction) of a plane.

3 — sustainable

/ origin
Aero California Company
Airplane > Douglas DC - 9
Piece > Stabilizer
TAG  > XA - RNQ
Year > 1966
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/ DC - 9 sTabi small

/ Dimensions
Length > 160 cm
Width > 65 cm
Height > 50 cm

4 — authentic

/ origin
Aero California Company
Airplane > Douglas DC - 9
Piece > Stabilizer
TAG > XA - RNQ
Year > 1966
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/ DC - 9 one-eyeD

/ Dimensions
Length > 126 cm
Width > 80 cm
Height  > 80 cm

5 — tailor-maDe proDuction

/ origin
Aero California Company
Airplane > Douglas DC - 9
Piece > Stabilizer
TAG > XA - RNQ
Year > 1966
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/ P & W TWin seaTs

/ Dimensions
Diameter > 120 cm
Height > 70 cm

Pratt & Whitney is the name of a manufacturer of American planes 
engines whose production is as well used for the civil 
planes as for the military planes. The company was 
founded in 1860 by Francis Pratt and Amos Whitney. 
The headquarters of the group are in East Hartford in 
Connecticut. The first devices being equipped by these 
manufacturers are not other than the famous 727 in 
1964, closely followed by the DC-9 and MD-80. 

  
Pratt & Whitney are one of the three larger plane’s engine 

manufacturers with General Electric and Rolls-Royce. 
Today, besides plane’s engines, this company produces 
also fixed turbines for industry, electrical production, 
ship’s turbines, locomotive’s engines as well as spacecraft’s 
engines.

  6 — a surprising merge 

/ origin
Aero California Company
Manufacturer > Pratt and Whitney
Piece > Engine
TAG > XA - RNQ
Year > 1972
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/ fuselage Wall seCTions

/ Dimensions
Length > 200 cm
Width > 140 cm
Custom sizing  
on demand

The fuselage is the envelope of a plane which generally receives the  
transported load, as well as the crew. The fuselage of 
a plane supports the aerofoil and the empennage (for 
stability). 

The shape of a fuselage is studied to reduce its aerodynamic trail, from  
 where its name, resulting from the verb “to taper” which   
 literally means to make narrow. 

The framed building, consisted of longitudinal bars connected by 
verticals and diagonals, forms a rigid triangulated 
structure. This makes possible to create a structure 
of fuselage light and very practical to install all the 
equipment during construction thanks to the full 
availability as long as covering is not posed.

7 — unique

/ origin
Aero Mexico Company 
Piece > Fuselage 4 windows 
TAG > N399NV
Year > 1988
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/ mixer TuliP 737

The turbojet is a system of propulsion primarily used for the planes. 
 The push results from the acceleration of the air between   
 the entry (air intake) and the exit (conduit). It is obtained  
 by the combustion of a fuel, generally kerosene, in oxygen  
 in air. Part of produced energy is recovered by a turbine 
 and is used to compress, at the entrance of engine, the air,  
 used like combustive. 

It is one of the oldest systems of reaction engines. The French inventor 
 Maxime Guillaume deposits by 1921 a patent concerning  
 his principle. He will be then developed independently   
 by two engineers during the years 1930, Frank Whittle in  
 the United Kingdom and Hans von Ohain in Germany.

/ Dimensions  
Diameter  > 122 cm
Height  > 75 cm

/ origin   
Air Canada Company
Piece > Turbine of a Rolls-Royce 
 engine RB 211-20
Year > 1988
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/ DakoTa Wing uP

/ origin
Piece > Wing
Airplane  > Dakota
Year > 1952

8 — on DemanD projects24 | 25



/ DeCo PainTings

1 > Aviator Lindbergh
2 > Lady Relicta
3 > Blonde Dynamite

1

2 3
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/ 3D ConCePT ProjeCTs

/ origin
Company  > KLM 
Type  > Boeing 747/ 206B
Serial number  > N729SA
Piece  > Engine
Manufacturer  > Pratt & Whitney JT9D - 7
Year >1979, deregistered november 16 - 2004

1 > 747 Engine Bar
2 > 747 Engine Desk (vanderBijl design and interior)
3 > 747 Engine Sofa
4 > 747 Engine Jacuzzi

1 4

2

3
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/ ConTaCTs
Tiziano Rutilo > +32 479 56 27 88

Rosario Gallina > +32 473 51 29 81

info@relictadesign.com

www.relictadesign.com



www.relictaDesign.com


